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Abstract

Web services among of the applications involving closely
the customer’s private information. In order to take into ac-
count the privacy concerns of the individuals, organizations
(e.g Web services) provide privacy policies as promises de-
scribing how they will handle personal data of the individ-
ual. However, privacy policies do not convince potential in-
dividuals to disclose their personal data, do not guarantee
the protection of personal information, and do not provide
how to handle a possible evolution of the policies. In this
paper, we introduce a framework based on an agreement as
a solution to these problems. It contains a privacy model
defined in the policy level of the agreement. The framework
supports in the negotiation level of the agreement a lifecy-
cle management which is an important deal of a dynamic
environment that characterizes Web services. A negotiation
protocol is proposed that enable ongoing privacy negotia-
tion to be translated into a new privacy agreement.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the individuals are becoming more and more
concerned about the privacy of their personal data [5, 1, 6].
These concerns might lead to a situation where the cus-
tomers do not trust the web service any more and take their
business somewhere else [11]. So, the important enabling
factor for a well usage of online services is building cus-
tomers confidence with service providers when the latter
comes to handle their personal data. Privacy policies are
used by web services in order to ease the privacy concerns
of their clients and to adhere to legislative measures, stating
what they would do or not with the personal information of
their clients. However, privacy policies alone are not suffi-
cient to convince potential clients to disclose their personal
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data to the service provider and do not guarantee the protec-
tion of personal information of data subject. Privacy poli-
cies are merely promises and a promise as such sometimes
has not legal grounds on which the service provider does
not keep its promise. There is a need for something more
trustworthy, more formal and more legal than promises -a
privacy agreement-. Moreover, in the dynamic Web ser-
vice environment, policies might need to accommodate new
business strategies, changes (evolution) to laws and regula-
tions, emerging competitors, and so on. A lifecycle man-
agement framework of privacy agreement is needed. It
shows how to take into consideration the dynamic privacy
policy evolution and how to make a consistent update in the
privacy agreement induced from the events occurring in the
environment, while there are active processes in the service
based on the privacy policy being changed.
In this paper we propose a framework for the privacy in
the Web services. The privacy policy model is defined as
an agreement and supports lifecycle management which is
an important deal of a dynamic environment that character-
izes Web services based on the state machine, taking into
account the flow of the data use in the agreement. In this
setting, the features of the framework are:

• The privacy policy and data subject preferences
are defined together as one element called Privacy-
agreement, which represents a contract between two
parties, the service customer and the service provider
within a validity. We provide abstractions defining the
expressiveness required for the privacy model, such as
rights and obligations. This part of the agreement is
called policy level. The private data use flow is pre-
sented as a state machine in this level.

• The framework supports lifecycle management of pri-
vacy agreement. We defined a set of events that
may occur in the dynamic environment, and a set of
change actions used to modify privacy agreement. An
agreement-evolution model is provided in the privacy-
agreement. This part of the agreement is called nego-



tiation level.

• An agreement-negotiation protocol is provided to
build flexible interactions and conversation between
parties when a conflict happens due to the events oc-
curring in the dynamic environment of the Web ser-
vice.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 presents a formal model for privacy data in web services.
Section 3 proposes an extension of WS-Agreement taking
into account the previous model of data privacy as a privacy
agreement and the evolution of the privacy policy. Section
4 presents the flow of the data use and the lifecycle of the
privacy-agreement. Section 5 discusses the privacy agree-
ment negotiation protocol taking into account evolution in
the privacy agreement.

2 Privacy data Model

Based on our previous works [7, 8], informally speaking
the abstraction of privacy model is defined in terms of the
following requirements:

• data-right, is a predefined action on data the data-user
is authorized to do if he wishes to.
We distinguish two types of actions (i) actions used
to complete the service activity for the current pur-
pose for which it was provided and are denoted by
Opcurrent (ii) actions used by a service to achieve
other activities than those for which they are provided,
called Opextra−activity .

• data-obligation, is the expected action to be performed
by service provider or third parties (data- users) when
handling personal data. This type of obligation is re-
lated to the management of personal data in terms of
their selection, deletion or transformation.

Formally speaking, we define data-right and data-obligation
as follows :

Definition 1 (data-right.) A data-right rd is a tuple
(u, d, p, µr), with u ⊆ U and d ⊆ D and p ⊆ PO and
Rd = {{ri

d}j / i > 0 j > 0} , where U is the ontology
of data users and D is the ontology of personal data and
PO is the set of authorized operations identifying purposes
of the service and µr is the period of data retention (the
data-right validity), and Rd is the set of data-rights.

Example 1 remail(sp, email, send Offer, [ds, ds +
1 month]),
specifies that the service provider sp has the right to use
email for sending the available products and their prices
during 1 month after both sides signed the agreement at
ds date.

Definition 2 (data-obligation.) A data-obligation od is a
tuple (u, d, ao, µo) with u ⊆ U and d ⊆ D and ao ∈ Ao

and Od = {{oi
d}j / i > 0 j > 0}, where U is the ontology

of data users and D is the ontology of personal data and Ao

a set of actions that must be taken by the data user and µo

is an activated date of the obligation, and Od is the set of
data-obligations.

Example 2 In order to protect a private data, the service
provider sp must delete a credit card number ccn for a given
data subject at the end of each process of the payment, for
instance, at dpay+1 day. This obligation is expressed as :
occn(sp, ccn, delete, [dpay, dpay + 1 day])

Definition 3 (A privacy Data Model.) A privacy data
model Pd is a couple < Rd,Od >, where Rd is the set
of data-rights and Od is the set of data-obligations.

Next we propose an extension of WS-agreement taking into
account the privacy contraints and their evolution in the be-
havior of the service.

3 Extended WS-Agreement structure

WS-Agreement [2, 13] specifies an XML-based lan-
guage for creating contracts, agreements and guarantees
from offers between a service provider and a client. An
agreement may involve multiple services and includes fields
for the parties, references to prior agreements, service defi-
nitions and guarantee terms.

Current WS-Agreement specifications do not support the
privacy structure and do not include the possibility to up-
date the agreement at runtime. The proposed extension is
reflected in a new component in a WS-Agreement called
Privacy-agreement,

3.1 Privacy agreement structure

A privacy-agreement structure is represented in two lev-
els :

(1) policy level, it specifies the Privacy-Data term in-
cluding guarantees dealing with privacy-data model defined
in section 2.

(2) negotiation level, it specifies all possible events
that may happen in the service behavior, thus evolving
the privacy guarantee terms defined in the policy level.
Negotiation terms are all possible actions to take if the
guarantee of privacy terms are not respected and a conflict
arises. They are used through a negotiation protocol
between the service provider and the customer.



Figure 1. The Privacy Agreement structure

3.1.1 Privacy-Data term

Privacy-data term represents the policy level of privacy-
agreement, defined as a set of clauses of the contract be-
tween the provider and the customer. The description of
the elements defined in privacy-data model in section 2 is
embedded in this level.

Definition 4 (Data-guarantee)
A data-guarantee g is a couple (rd, od) with rd ∈ Rd and
od ∈ Od, where Rd is a set of rights on personal data,
and Od is a set of obligation on personal data defined in
the privacy data model Pd. Gd ⊆ Rd × 2O

d

is a set of
guarantees.

Definition 5 (Privacy-guarantee term)
A privacy-guarantee term td is a couple (d, g) with d ∈ D
and g ∈ Gd, where D is a set of personal data and Gd is a
set of data guarantees. T d ⊆ D × 2G

d

is a set of terms td.

We also define in this level the validity period of privacy
agreement and a set of penalties when the requirements are
not fulfilled.

Definition 6 (Privacy-agreement validity)
A privacy agreement validity µ is defined by a tuple
(IdA, ds, α), with IdA is an agreement identifier, and ds

is an absolute time indicating when the privacy-agreement
was signed, and α ∈ [ds, t] is an interval time indicating
the validity period of the privacy agreement.

Definition 7 (Penalty)
A penalty P is a set of applicable punitive actions when
guarantees on data are not satisfied, such as inform relevant
authorities of the default or cancel the agreement.

Definition 8 (Privacy-Data Term) A privacy-data term pd

is defined by a tuple (T d, µ,P) with T d a set of guarantee
terms, µ the privacy agreement validity, and P the set of
penalties.

Example 3 let us assume a privacy agreement identified by
PA1, was signed at the date ds and its validity period is
[ds, t]. The Privacy-Data term pccn for the credit card num-
ber data is:
pccn(tccn, PA1, ds, [ds, t], penalty)
where penalty ∈ P is an applicable penalty if the obliga-
tion ”pay a fine” is not satisfied.
The privacy-guarantee term tccn is defined as
tccn(rccn, occn, ccn)
rccn(c, ccn, pay invoice, [ds, dpay ]) (right on ccn).
occn(sp, ccn, delete, [d pay, d del]) (obligation on ccn).

This privacy-guarantee term specifies : once the credit
card number ccn is used by a company c (third party) to
pay the invoice in the time period [ds, d pay], the service
provider sp must delete the credit card number at the date
[d pay, d del]).

3.1.2 Privacy-Event Term

As an agreement can be carried during the period of valid-
ity, it is subject of evolution, because of emerging competi-
tors, changes to laws or regulation, changing the web ser-
vice business strategies, and so on. All potential events may
happen during the agreement validity and are expressed in
the Privacy-Event term part of the agreement. They might
affect different elements defined in the privacy-data term.
We studied and analyzed all possible events that can be oc-
curred in the service behavior and triggering changes on the
guarantees of privacy-data term. We denote by E a set of
these events.

In Table 1 is depicted a set of triggering events. These
events trigger a set of actions dictated by changes denoted
by AC. The actions will update the privacy data term.

Definition 9 (Event)
An event type e is a tuple (eid, cat, ci, te) with eid is the
event identifier, cat ∈ E , ci is an information of the event,
te denotes the reference time (a date) when the event eid

occurs.

Definition 10 (Privacy-Event term)
A privacy-event term pe is a couple (e, a) with e ∈ E and
a ∈ AC, where E is a set of event types and AC a set of
actions dictated by changes (see table 1). T e ⊆ E × 2AC a
set of privacy-event term.

3.1.3 Agreement-Negotiation term

An agreement-negotiation term encloses a description of ac-
tions fired when an event occurs, including negotiation ac-



Table 1. types of events and example of actions
dictated by changes

Events Triggering changes Actions dictated by Changes

Data-
driven

1.add new personal
data which becomes
necessary at time t
for a given transac-
tion.

Create
Data-
Guarantee

1. Add new data-right with new
data(with data-user,data retention
interval,data usage) .
2. Add new Data-Obligation with
new data(with data-user, running
obligation date,data usage).

Purpose-
driven

1. New purpose as-
sociate to data which
becomes necessary at
time t when this data
being used or not.

Create
Data-
Right

1. Add new Data-Right with spe-
cific new data use (and add third
party if new one).

Data
user-
driven

1. Add new third
party which will help
service provider to do
particular work.
2. Change third party
for any reasons.

1. Add Data-Right with new data
user (with data,data retention inter-
val,data use).

Duration-
driven

1.Decrease or in-
crease interval data
retention during
the validity of data
retention period or
after data retention
expiration.

Update
Data-
Right

1. Update interval of data retention
with new time period.

Security-
Action-
Driven

1. Change security
on the data defined
in data-obligation to
avoid for instance
new security threats.

Delete/
Update

1.Delete all data of a given data sub-
ject.
2. Delete partially data (e.g.delete
only the ccn).
3. Replace data with an updated set
of data (e.g. update subject’s ad-
dress).

Hide/
Unhide

1. hide (encrypt) all data of a sub-
ject from any access.
2. hide a part of this data from any
access.
3. unhide all data.
4. unhide a part of the data.

Logs 1. take logs.

tions when a conflict arises.
In order to make the self-containing subsection, we

shall introduce the following definitions needed in the
agreement-negotiation term.

Definition 11 (Agreement-Level)
The agreement level l is a state in which the agreement is
after finishing the data guarantee monitoring by the system
handling the agreement.

l ∈ {unchanged, revised, conflict}.

Remark : Due to the space limitation we can’t represent the
architecture of the system handling the privacy agreement.

Definition 12 (ActionScoope)
The actionScoope as is an action to be taken regarding the
level of the agreement. as ∈ {NA,⊥,AC}, with NA is
the set of negotiation actions to be taken when a conflict
happens in the agreement, then a negotiation protocol is
fired, ⊥ means no action is involved in, and AC is a set of

actions dictated by changes, that is,
V alue(l) =′ unchanged′, then the actionscoope as =⊥
and no action is fired, where Value is a function giving the
level of the agreement
V alue(l) =′ revisited′, then the actionscoope as ∈ AC is
fired,
V alue(l) =′ conflict′, then actionscoope as ∈ NA is
fired.

A set of changes on the terms defined in the privacy-data
model are needed. To make an efficient negotiation, based
on [10], we need (1) a set of negotiation actions, defin-
ing possible actions that each party might take on, (2) an
agreement-negotiation protocol, enabling interaction mech-
anism between service provider and customer The next sec-
tion is devoted to the negotiation protocol.
There are three types of actions involved in the negotia-
tion: (1)Agreement-Right, it is an action that signing en-
tity will achieve if he wishes to during the negotiation
time. (2)Agreement-Obligation, it defines a set of duty ac-
tions that both service provider and customer must perform
when a type of event e happens during the agreement life
(3)Agreement-Negotiation, defines actions of the negotia-
tion that can be taken by signing parties when conflicts oc-
cur between them. Conflict resolution is based on these ac-
tions by specifying how the terms of privacy data term can
be modified or revised according to the execution circum-
stances.

Formally speaking, the agreement negotiation language
can be defined using the following grammar:

Agree − negot − action → AGr(Role, aid, date, validity) |
AGo(Role, aid, date, validity) |
AGn(Role, aid, date, validity)

aid → ActionRight | ActionObligation |
ActionNegotiation

ActionRight → reject | accept
ActionObligation → reply | notify
ActionNegotiation → relate | proposal | justify
Role → sp | cu

Definition 13 (Agreement-right)
An agreement-right term AGr is a tuple (Role, aid, d, νr)
where Role specifies the behavior of entities which can be
either service customer cu or provider sp, aid ∈ Acr iden-
tifying the type of actions, d denotes the reference time (a
date) when the action-right is activated by a Role, and νr is
a time interval validity of an agreement-right, with d ∈ νr.

Example 4 Once the service customer receives a privacy
agreement proposition from service provider, the customer
has the Right to accept or reject the proposition within 2
days after its receipt. This agreement-right is expressed
as : AGr(cu, accept, dreply, [dproposal, dproposal + 2]) or
AGr(cu, reject, dreply, [dproposal, dproposal + 2])



Table 2. Example of Action types in the Agree-
ment negotiation terms

Action Meaning Action type

Notify Service provider notifies service customer
that Event was happened at time point te .

agreement-obligation

Relate Service provider relates which data in the
agreement is affected by a change and send
it as a report.

agreement-negotiation

Proposal The provider proposes a proposition to
the customer that contains revised privacy-
agreement.

agreement-negotiation

Reply Service customers must reply by sending an
acknowledgment receipt of the proposition.

agreement-obligation

Reject Service customer rejects the proposition. agreement-right

Justify Service customer justifies the refusal reply by
some explanation including additional infor-
mation about his decision.

agreement-negotiation

Accept Service customer accepts proposition. agreement-right

Definition 14 (Agreement-obligation)
An agreement-obligation term AGo is a tuple
(Role, aid, d, νo) with Role ∈ {cu, sp}, aid ∈ Aco

an obligation action, where Aco is the set of these actions,
d denotes the reference time (a date) when an action-
obligation is activated by a Role, and νo is a time interval
validity of an agreement-obligation, with d ∈ νo.

Example 5 Service provider must notify the customer
within 5 days after the event happened (at te instant time).
This agreement-obligation is expressed as :
AGo(sp, notify, dnotify, [te, te + 5])

Definition 15 Agreement-negotiation
An agreement-negotiation term AGn is a tuple
(Role, aid, d, νn) with Role ∈ {cu, sp}, aid ∈ Acn

is a negotiation action identifier, where Acn is the set of
these actions, d denotes the reference time (a date) when
a negotiation-action is activated by a Role, νn is a time
interval validity of the negotiation-action, with d ∈ νn.

Example 6 The service provider sp relates which personal
data in the agreement is affected by a change and send it as
a report to the customer within 10 days after the occurrence
of the event. This agreement negotiation is expressed by :

AGn(sp, relate, dsend, [te, te + 10])

Table 2 summarizes and describes briefly the various ac-
tions with their types activated by the signing parties.

4 Privacy Agreement use

4.1 Private data use flow

In order to manage privacy data terms, we propose to ex-
press the private data use flow as state machine because of
its formal semantic, well suited to describe the activation
of different clauses of the privacy agreement. It will show
which and when a clause is activated. The state machine will
specify the states of each activated clause in the policy level.
Figure 2 shows an example of the privacy data term activa-
tion for the purchase service provider. We have identified
several abstractions in relation to private data flow, private
data use abstractions and authorization abstractions. The
first abstractions describe the different states in which the
collected private data are used and who use them. The au-
thorization abstractions provide the conditions that must be
met for transitions to be fired.
States
we define three types of states:

• The initial state si represents the activation of the
agreement where the first private data of the customer
is collected.

• The intermediary states represent the flow of the col-
lected private data use. By entering a new state, a pri-
vate data is used (1) to complete the activity of the ser-
vice for which it was provided (identified in figure 2
by Opcurrent), (2) or/and to achieve an extra activity
(identified in figure 2 by Opmarketing), (3) or/and to
activate an operation dealing with security when the
time retention of the private data is elapsed (e.g. obli-
gations), (4) or a misuse of the data (identified in figure
2 by Opwrong−use).

• The final state sf represents either the failure of the
agreement i.e. the agreement is not respected due to
the wrong use of the data, or end of the agreement
where all the obligations related to the collected pri-
vate data are finished.

Transitions
Transitions are labeled with conditions which must be met
for the transition to be triggered. We have identified three
kind of authorization abstractions :
• Activation conditions. We define two types of activation
(i) an operation has the authorization to collect a private data
to achieve the current aim of the service (ii) an operation
dealing with an extra activity of the service has the autho-
rization to be triggered .
• Temporal conditions. The transition is called timed tran-
sition. We define two types of timed transitions (i) an oper-
ation is finished within a time, a transition to another state is
fired where the right attached to this finished operation will



Figure 2. Flow of Private data use

not be propagated to the new state (ii) the authorization to
keep the private data is finished and the obligation is trig-
gered.
• Misuse Conditions. An unauthorized operation uses the
collected data.
The semantic of the state machine is to define all the trig-
gered operations involving private data from the activation
of the agreement (initial state) to the end of the agreement
(final state).

4.2 Policy level change operations

To update the privacy agreement policy level, it is neces-
sary to define a set of change operations that can be applied
to the agreement policy level during the process. We define
the set of the operations on the state machine.
• AddState: A new right rn is activated in a new state
sn between two states sp and ss. It contains the tuple
(rn, ri

p, oj
p) where ri

p, oj
p represent the rights and the

obligations of the previous-state between two states sp and
ss.
•RemoveState: A right rr and obligations or are removed
from a state sr then the previous state of sr is attached to
the successor of sr defined without rr.
•UpdateState: The elements of rights or obligations are
changed in the state.
•AddTransition: A new operation Opn or time conditions
tn are added and fired to a new state.

•UpdateTransition: Some elements of the operation or
times conditions are updated which induces to update the
next state.
•RemoveTransition: A transition tr between two states sp

and ss is removed (dealing only the activation conditions
not temporal conditions), then ss is removed, and all the
states containing rights or obligations induced by firing tr
are removed. In order to maintain a consistency structure, a
transition between sp and the the first good successor of ss

is established.

4.3 Privacy-Agreement lifecycle

An agreement life-cycle is represented by an automaton,
as depicted in Figure 3. It includes all states in which the
agreement is. When an agreement is created, it does not
entail, it is activated (e.g monitored), it remains in a sleep
state until the service agreement is running, it becomes in
an activated state. If there is no problem during the running
process the agreement will be finished. When an event hap-
pens, the agreement is still activated but may be evolved, so
it moves to whipped up state. The checked state is the core
state, because the monitoring system is checking the ser-
vice regarding privacy terms and privacy guarantees within
the new data involved by the event. In this state the agree-
ment has three levels (1) unchanged, no change is needed
in the privacy data term (2) conflict, when a guarantee term
is not satisfied, the service provider may start negotiation



Figure 3. The Privacy Agreement lifecycle

with the costumer until the two parties find an issue. We
will define the negotiation protocol later on (3) revised the
new agreement proposal is accepted and the update should
be activated. More details about the agreement level are in
section 3.1.3.

5 Agreement Negotiation Protocol

In order to preserve or revise privacy agreement, a web
service needs protocols that govern and structure interac-
tions between signing parties. The features of the Agree-
ment Negotiation Protocol ANP presented here includes
a negotiation language defined previously, and an interac-
tion mechanism that the parties must follow to come to an
accord. Such mechanism is based on Rubinstein’s Alter-
nating Offers Protocol [12], where two parties A1 and A2
participate in the negotiation process and make offers and
counteroffers. In our framework, we modify such model
in order to assume that the protocol is not an alternating
offer model, in the sense that the customer does not make
any counter offer to the agreement proposal received from
the provider. It is only the provider that makes an offer and
waits for the acceptance or refusal of the customer. Also we
assume that the players never opt out the negotiation during
a time period of the negotiation µn that both parties must
be defined in the agreement, otherwise the penalties will be
fired.
The protocol ANP
During the negotiation session each party uses suitable ac-
tions when communicating with each other. The service
provider should notify service customer when an event e ∈
E happens at time point t and needs a negotiation in or-
der to activate some actions ac ∈ AC updating the privacy
agreement data term, then he suggests a privacy agreement
proposition to the service customer that contains revised
terms in privacy data term (proposal). The service customer

must reply by sending decision about the received agree-
ment privacy proposition. Service costumer has the right
to accept or reject the proposition and in this case he must
send some additional information about negative decision
(justify). Such justification may help the provider to make a
new proposal. Finally, the negotiation will end successfully
otherwise if the time period of the negotiation is over, then
the penalties are fired.
The parties can act in the negotiation only at discrete time
point in the set T = {0, 1, 2, ...}. At each instant t (t �= 0)
in the negotiation, if the negotiation has not yet terminated,
the service customer, whose turn is to respond, may send
accept or reject. If a proposition made by service provider
at time instant t is accepted by service customer then the
negotiation terminates.
We express the bilateral protocol by a state machine (STM),
where the states represent the different phases in which the
negotiation of the provider (respectively the customer) is
in during the interaction with a customer(respectively the
provider). Transitions are triggering by messages sent by
the customer to the provider or vice versa. Figure 4 shows
a graphical representation of a protocol called P1 that de-
scribes the behavior of the negotiation involved by the ser-
vice provider.

Figure 4. (P1): Provider’s Negotiation Protocol

Definition 16 (Agreement Negotiation Protocol)
Formally an agreement negotiation protocol is a tuple
ANP = (S, s0,F ,M, ∆, µn), which consists of following
elements :
• S is a nonempty set of states
• s0 is the initial state s0 ∈ S
• F ⊂ S is the set of final states (end or penalties)
• M is a finite set of messages. For each message m ∈ M,
a polarity is defined which will be positive(+) if m is an



outgoing message in ANP and negative(-) if m is an
incoming message in ANP . In the sequel, we use m()+

(respectively m()−) to denote the outgoing (respectively
incoming)
• ∆ ⊆ S × S ×M a finite set of transitions
• µn the negotiation time interval over which the penalties
are activated. This interval is defined when the agreement
is signed

6 Related Work

In the recent Web services research area, there are in-
creasing demands and discussions about privacy technolo-
gies to support different business applications. Relevant
works in the area of privacy management are described in
[4]. An obligation management model is defined in [9].
However, they are all related to enterprise. A work has been
done to deal with policy management, including obligations
such as [3]. This paper formalizes the obligations and in-
vestigates mechanisms for monitoring obligations. It deals
with the access control area. The work in [14] presented
an approach for preserving privacy in government web ser-
vices. The approach is based on digital privacy credentials,
data filters, and mobile privacy enforcement agents. In-
dividual privacy contracts are proposed in [11]. The aim
of this work is to present the principles and a conceptual
view of the management of privacy contracts in relational
database systems. An algorithm has been developed to
guide the implementation of privacy contracts but this algo-
rithm is not adapted to implement privacy contracts when
developing web services applications. Relevant works in
the area of privacy negotiation are described in [6, 15]. No
evolution of the privacy policy is taking into account.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a privacy agreement model,
that both service customer and provider might agree be-
fore any process is run, and a framework to show how
and when the privacy agreement is activated, and a flexi-
ble agreement-negotiation protocol enabling negotiation of
a bilateral interaction mechanism between the parties. The
latter should preserve privacy-agreement and avoid conflicts
between the parties when events happen during the running
process, leading a change in the web service privacy agree-
ment. The framework supports the life-cycle management
of the privacy agreement. A promising area for the future
work includes refining the approach and introducing a rea-
soning mechanism for the temporal aspect about agreement
that may change over the time in the agreement negotiation
protocol.
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